
 
 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 

 
Greetings Everyone, 
 
We trust that you and your family are staying well during the unprecedented COVID-19 
circumstances that all of us are living at present. Hopefully, you are following the 
recommendations issued by medical and government officials and that you are finding 
ways to deal with the related difficulties without knowing the time frame of this situation.  
 
Louise and I remain quite well at present. We have had the flu shots and pneumonia 
vaccines and we are very careful about what we do. Weather permitting, we go out to get 
some fresh air and take short walks near our home. As required, we have medications 
delivered and a lady friend does some grocery shopping for us and other friends have 
offered help if needed.  
 
Our activities are limited during the winter months but we, along with some of our local 
ECB members, attended the annual Burns Night in January. We normally follow sports 
events on TV but now that everything has been postponed or cancelled, we keep 
occupied in other ways. I am still involved with correspondence regarding our CGSNA 
branch membership matters as well as personal messages and Louise does a lot of 
reading, genealogical research and clearing files. We watch TV news sparingly! 
        
We are looking forward to warmer weather. It is supposed to be spring now but  
judging by the mounds of snow around here, the “real” arrival of spring is some weeks 
away - hopefully before the month of May!  
 
For your information, due to the Coronavirus, the UK Gathering for the 60th Anniversary 
of the Society scheduled for April 2 - 4, 2020 has been postponed until some time in 
November. The website www.clangunnsociety.org includes some interesting postings and 
information that you might appreciate during this time of crisis.  
 
In closing, we send you our best wishes and stay safe and well. 
 
Yours aye, 
 
Louise and Edward (Ted) Gunn 
Co-Commissioners  
ECB of CGSNA 
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